


 

Quod scriptura, non iubet vetat 
The Latin translates, “What is not commanded in scripture, is forbidden:’ 

On the Cover: Baptists rejoice to hold in common with other evangelicals the main 
principles of the orthodox Christian faith. However, there are points of difference and 
these differences are significant. In fact, because these differences arise out of God’s 
revealed will, they are of vital importance. Hence, the barriers of separation between 
Baptists and others can hardly be considered a trifling matter. To suppose that Baptists 
are kept apart solely by their views on Baptism or the Lord’s Supper is a regrettable 
misunderstanding. Baptists hold views which distinguish them from Catholics, 
Congregationalists, Episcopalians, Lutherans, Methodists, Pentecostals, and 
Presbyterians, and the differences are so great as not only to justify, but to demand, the 
separate denominational existence of Baptists. Some people think Baptists ought not 
teach and emphasize their differences but as E.J. Forrester stated in 1893, “Any 
denomination that has views which justify its separate existence, is bound to 
promulgate those views. If those views are of sufficient importance to justify a 
separate existence, they are important enough to create a duty for their promulgation ... 
the very same reasons which justify the separate existence of any denomination make 
it the duty of that denomination to teach the distinctive doctrines upon which its sepa-
rate existence rests.” If Baptists have a right to a separate denominational life, it is 
their duty to propagate their distinctive principles, without which their separate life 
cannot be justified or maintained. 

Many among today’s professing Baptists have an agenda to revise the Baptist 
distinctives and redefine what it means to be a Baptist. Others don’t understand why it 
even matters. The books being reproduced in the Baptist Distinctives Series are 
republished in order that Baptists from the past may state, explain and defend the 
primary Baptist distinctives as they understood them. It is hoped that this Series will 
provide a more thorough historical perspective on what it means to be distinctively 
Baptist. 



The Lord Jesus Christ asked, “And why call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things 
which I say?” (Luke 6:46). The immediate context surrounding this question explains 
what it means to be a true disciple of Christ. Addressing the same issue, Christ’s 
question is meant to show that a confession of discipleship to the Lord Jesus Christ is 
inconsistent and untrue if it is not accompanied with a corresponding submission to 
His authoritative commands. Christ’s question teaches us that a true recognition of His 
authority as Lord inevitably includes a submission to the authority of His Word. 
Hence, with this question Christ has made it forever impossible to separate His 
authority as King from the authority of His Word. These two principles—the authority 
of Christ as King and the authority of His Word—are the two most fundamental 
Baptist distinctives. The first gives rise to the second and out of these two all the other 
Baptist distinctives emanate. As F.M. lams wrote in 1894, “Loyalty to Christ as King, 
manifesting itself in a constant and unswerving obedience to His will as revealed in 
His written Word, is the real source of all the Baptist distinctives:’ In the search for the 
primary Baptist distinctive many have settled on the Lordship of Christ as the most 
basic distinctive. Strangely, in doing this, some have attempted to separate Christ’s 
Lordship from the authority of Scripture, as if you could embrace Christ’s authority 
without submitting to what He commanded. However, while Christ’s Lordship and 
Kingly authority can be isolated and considered essentially for discussion’s sake, we 
see from Christ’s own words in Luke 6:46 that His Lordship is really inseparable from 
His Word and, with regard to real Christian discipleship, there can be no practical 
submission to the one without a practical submission to the other. 

In the symbol above the Kingly Crown and the Open Bible represent the inseparable 
truths of Christ’s Kingly and Biblical authority. The Crown and Bible graphics are 
supplemented by three Bible verses (Ecclesiastes 8:4, Matthew 28:18-20, and Luke 
6:46) that reiterate and reinforce the inextricable connection between the authority of 
Christ as King and the authority of His Word. The truths symbolized by these 
components are further emphasized by the Latin quotation - quod scriptura, non iubet 
vetat— i.e., “What is not commanded in scripture, is forbidden:’ This Latin quote has 
been considered historically as a summary statement of the regulative principle of 
Scripture. Together these various symbolic components converge to exhibit the two 
most foundational Baptist Distinctives out of which all the other Baptist Distinctives 
arise. Consequently, we have chosen this composite symbol as a logo to represent the 
primary truths set forth in the Baptist Distinctives Series. 
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A 
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 

OF 
ABRAHAM BOOTH 

(1734-1806) 
—————————— 

 

braham Booth — General-turned-Particular Baptist, 
teacher, pastor, author — was born May 20, 1734 at 
Blackwell, in Derbyshire, England. In the first year of 

his life, his parents removed from Blackwell to Annesley 
Woodhouse, Nottinghamshire. The oldest of a family of 
numerous children, Abraham assisted his father in his 
agricultural concerns well into his teenage years. Though his 
circumstances prevented a formal education, his father 
taught the boy to read, and a robust mind early appeared in 
him. He was almost entirely self-taught in writing and 
arithmetic and pursued his studies avidly during his leisure 
hours (“Memoir”). Brought up with a reverence for the 
national establishment of the Church of England, at about 
ten years of age he became acquainted with the dissenters 
via the preaching of some plain and illiterate General (or 
Arminian) Baptists teachers who occasionally visited his 
neighborhood. Their influence first awakened Booth to a 
concern about salvation, and he applied for admission to the 
General Baptists. He was baptized by Francis Smith at 
Barton in 1755 at about age twenty-one (“Memoir”).  

A 

He pursued stocking-making from age sixteen to twenty-four. 
At twenty-four, he married Miss Elizabeth Bowmar, the 
daughter of a neighboring farmer; they were married more 
than forty years. Assisted by Mrs. Booth, he opened a school 
at Sutton Ashfield to instruct youth. Mrs. Booth taught 
needle-work to the female pupils (“Memoir”).  
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The General Baptists recognized his abilities and 
occasionally invited him to preach. He soon became a leader 
among them and in their neighboring districts. Upon their 
organizing their churches and appointing pastors over them 
in 1760, Booth became superintendent of the church at 
Kirby-Woodhouse. He labored among them successfully for 
several years but declined to accept the office of pastor 
(“Memoir”).  

Booth strenuously advocated the General Baptist-Armenian 
doctrine of the universality of divine grace and published 
same in a poem, “Absolute Predestination,” in his twentieth 
year. In the poem, he reviled election and particular 
redemption (“Memoir”). Later, he wrote of the poem:  

I thought it my duty in a particular manner to bear a public 
testimony to that important part of revealed truth, having in 
my younger years greatly opposed it, in a poem on “Absolute 
predestination” which poem if considered in a critical light is 
despicable, if in a theological view, detestable, as it is an 
impotent attack on the honor of divine grace in regard to its 
glorious freeness, and a bold opposition to the sovereignty of 
God. So I now consider it and as such I here renounce it 
(Matrunola, 2).  

His convictions underwent such a change, though, that he 
could no longer maintain his relationship with the General 
Baptists. Regarding the deep convictions he came to hold, he 
later wrote:  

The doctrine of sovereign, distinguishing grace, as commonly 
and justly stated by Calvinists, it must be acknowledged, is 
too generally exploded. This the writer knows by experience, 
to his grief and shame. Through the ignorance of his mind, 
the pride of his heart, and the prejudice of his education, he, 
in his younger years, often opposed it with much warmth, 
though with no small weakness; but after an impartial 
inquiry, and many prayers, he found reason to alter his 
judgment; he found it to be the doctrine of the Bible, and a 
dictate of the unerring Spirit. Thus patronized, he received 
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the once obnoxious sentiment, under a full conviction of its 
being a divine truth (“Memoir”). 

After many cordial and lengthy discussions with them upon 
his now-firm convictions, he withdrew from the General 
Baptist ranks (“Memoir”) in 1765 (Armitage). His departing 
remarks upon the occasion were from the parable of the 
unjust steward. He said: “Fraud and concealment of various 
kinds may obtain the favor of men, but, when favor is gained 
by these means, he who gains it and those who grant it, are 
chargeable with injustice peculiarly censurable” (Matrunola). 

Booth would not obtain favor by such fraud and concealment. 

Shortly after his withdrawal from the Arminians, Booth 
procured Bore’s Hall, at Sutton Ashfield, and gathered a 
small group of Calvinistic or Particular Baptists. At Sutton 
Ashfield, and afterwards, at Nottingham and Chesterfield, 
where he preached alternate Sundays, he delivered a series 
of discourses from which came his excellent work, The Reign 
of Grace (1768). That work indicated both the bent of his 
thoughts at the time and the subjects of his preaching--the 
reign of divine grace in its nature and properties in election, 
effectual calling, pardon of sin, justification, adoption, 
sanctification, perseverance, and eternal glory (“Memoir”).  

He showed the manuscript to some friends. One of them 
showed it to Henry Venn, an evangelical clergyman well 
known for his popular work, The Complete Duty of Man. 
Venn recommended that Booth publish the work and Venn 
himself wrote a recommendatory preface to it. Booth 
published the work in April 1768 (“Memoir”).  

The Particular Baptist Church in Little Prescot Street, 
Goodman’s Fields, London, needed a pastor and contacted 
Booth. He accepted their call October 1, 1768 and was 
ordained to that position February 16, 1769. Thereupon he 
publicly delivered a detailed confession of his faith, which 
confession was afterwards printed (“Memoir”).  
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Booth moved to London to begin a new era in one of the most 
respectable among the churches of the English dissenters, 
and he well-discharged his pastoral duties. Taking full 
advantage of the opportunities to satisfy his insatiable thirst 
after learning, he acquired the assistance of a former Roman 
Catholic priest, an eminent classical scholar, and studied 
Latin and Greek (“Memoir”). 

His study of Latin provided the ability to examine the erudite 
professors of the foreign universities--Witsius, Turretine, 
Stapferus, Vitringa, and Venema. He examined the 
ecclesiastical historians--Dupin, Cave, Bingham, Venema, 
Spanheim. He studied the Magdeburg Centuriators, Lewis, 
Jennings, Reland, Spencer, Ikenius, Carpzovius, Fabricius of 
Hamburgh, and others on Jewish Antiquities. He studied 
English writers, especially John Owen. To Owen he 
acknowledged great obligation. Excepting Scripture, he 
quoted Owen more often than any (“Memoir”). 

In 1770, only a year after his ordination, Booth published 
The Death of Legal Hope, the Life of Evangelical Obedience, 
in an Essay on Gal. 2:19. The essay demonstrated that grace 
relaxes no obligations to holiness but produces godliness. 
That grace denies the moral law as a rule of life to believers--
a pernicious sentiment--was rampant in England at the 
period, and Booth continually opposed the idea both in his 
writings and his pastoral ministry (“Memoir”). 

A challenge to the deity of Christ delivering many 
respectable, established church clergy to the Socinians and 
their anti-Trinitarian theology occurred about the time Booth 
came to London. In 1777, Booth presented an improved, 
revised, corrected, and fortified new edition of The Deity of 
Jesus Christ, essential to the Christian Religion, originally 
penned in French by James Abaddie, dean of Killaloe in 
Ireland (“Memoir”). 

In 1778, he published An Apology for the Baptists, in Which 
They Are Vindicated from the Imputation of Laying an 
Unwarrantable Stress on the Ordinance of Baptism. This 
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work opposed the more or less prevalent principle of mixed 
communion introduced to the English churches about the 
middle of the seventeenth century. Into this book Booth 
incorporated a series of letters he had written at the request 
from a fellow minister whose own convictions also opposed 
the practice (“Memoir”).  

In 1784, he defended the practice of baptism in his 
Pædobaptism Examined, on the Principles, Concessions, and 
Reasonings of the Most Learned Pædobaptists. Booth took up 
the Pædobaptists’ principles, facts, interpretations of 
Scripture, and concessions, met them upon their own 
grounds, and thoroughly refuted them. In 1787, he published 
a second edition, which he enlarged with additional material 
(“Memoir”). His Pædobaptism Examined was “never fairly 
answered” (Armitage, 570). 

The Essay on the Kingdom of Christ, published in 1788, 
showed how the kingdom of Christ in its nature so differed 
from the kingdom of David as to disallow using events 
occurring under the Mosaic economy being applied to the 
Christian church. The Christian church differs in its nature, 
origin, subjects, means of establishment and support, laws by 
which it is governed, immunities, riches, and honors from the 
kingdom. Those differences explain and necessitate its 
dissent from the national establishment and all political 
efforts to impeach Christ’s dominion in His own kingdom 
(“Memoir”). 

First appearing in 1796 and followed by a second edition in 
1800, Glad Tidings to Perishing Sinners; or, The Genuine 
Gospel, a Complete Warrant for the Ungodly to Believe in 
Jesus Christ addressed the issue of the persons to whom the 
Gospel is to be preached and their obligation thereto 
(“Memoir”).  

The Amen to Social Prayer, Illustrated and Improved (1800) 
was a sermon previously delivered at a monthly meeting of 
Particular Baptist ministers belonging to the Particular 
Baptist denomination. A series by different ministers 
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addressed the Lord’s prayer, and Booth treated the 
concluding word of the prayer, “Amen.” The sermon 
demanded some extrication from Booth. In Essay on the 
Kingdom of Christ, Booth had solemnly protested the 
practice of taking a single word or phrase of a text for 
preaching. Despite his condemnation that the practice 
disgraced the pulpit and profaned the sacred ministry, on 
this occasion he admirably met his challenge (“Memoir”). 

Approaching seventy years of age but with undiminished 
mental powers, Booth discoursed at one of the monthly 
meetings of his Baptist brethren on the subject of divine 
justice. Soon afterwards in 1803, he published the sermon as 
Divine Justice Essential to the Divine Character (“Memoir”). 

In the last year of his life--1805--he published Pastoral 
Cautions. This work summarized the substance of twenty 
years of pulpit ministry. He delivered it as a charge at the 
ordination of Thomas Hopkins as pastor of the Baptist 
Church in Eagle Street, Red Lion Square, London. Booth had 
now completed fifty years of ministry, more than thirty-five 
as pastor of the church in Prescot Street. He cautioned the 
ministers’ behavior in the house of God, in their families, and 
in the world. He exhorted them to exemplify the character of 
the Christian pastor and adorn the high, honorable office in 
which they are placed. Booth’s sermon expressed the 
profitable experience of his maturing years (“Memoir”). 

Several “Funeral Sermons” and “Addresses” reflect Booth’s 
occupation with the great truths of the Bible--the uncertainty 
of life, the certainty of death, the necessity of being prepared 
for death, the folly of taking lightly the interests of the 
immortal soul and neglecting everlasting peace, and the 
Gospel as alone giving effectual relief to a sinner under the 
dread of death and the judgment. The messages contain little 
regarding the decedents’ character. Nor do they contain 
compliments to surviving relatives (“Memoir”). 

Though generally blessed with good health, Booth became 
increasingly afflicted with asthma, especially during the 
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winter months. Some months before his death and en route 
home from a meeting of his ministering brethren in the city, 
he suddenly took ill. Henceforth he largely retired from 
public labors and demonstrated to his oft-calling friends that 
his mind retained all its clarity, calmness, and serenity. His 
uniform answer to their inquiries was “I have no fears about 
my state. The gospel bears my spirit up. A faithful and 
unchanging God lays the foundation of my hope in oaths, and 
promises, and blood” (“Memoir”). 

The several months preceding his death were occupied with 
revising and completing An Essay on the Love of God to His 
Chosen People and A Conduct Formed under the Influence of 
Evangelical Truth. He committed them to a friend for 
publication (“Memoir”).  

A few days prior to his death, he gave the same friend the 
manuscript for Thoughts on Dr. Edward Williams’s 
Hypothesis Relative to the Origin of Moral Evil. 
Notwithstanding the difficulty of the metaphysical topic, 
Booth’s treatment of it demonstrated his mental competence 
to grapple with the subject at such a late stage in his life. He 
carefully examined William’s theory and exposed its 
fallaciousness. Regarding his position upon the subject, 
Booth wrote: 

I have no opinion upon the subject; nor dare I form 
conjectures about it. . . Of this, however, I have no 
doubt, that the existence and prevalence of moral 
evil in the rational creation, are completely 
consistent with all the perfections of God, and with 
all his eternal decrees; and that under the 
management of Supreme Wisdom, when the great 
system of Providence respecting both angels and 
men is finished, the conduct of God in reference to 
evil, both moral and natural, will be to the praise of 
his glory, in the eyes of all holy creatures 
(“Memoir”).  
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This declining period left many testimonies to the 
steadfastness of his faith and hope and the importance he 
attached to the doctrines he had published throughout his 
life. Among those testimonies: “I now live,” said he, “upon 
what I have been teaching others” (“Memoir”). 

To an esteemed friend on the Saturday preceding his death, 
he communicated his last instructions with a testimony, “I 
am peaceful but not elevated.” To the son of the same 
gentleman the following day, he replied to the inquiry 
regarding his health and added:  

Young man, think of your soul; if you lose that, you 
lose all. Be not half a Christian. Some people have 
just religion enough to make them miserable; not 
enough to make them happy. The ways of religion 
are good ways. I have found them such these sixty 
years (“Memoir”). 

On the Lord’s day prior to his death, he affectionately spoke 
to one and then to another of his friends who visited him. To 
one he said, “But a little while and I shall be with your dear 
father and mother.” To another, “I have often borne you on 
my heart before the Lord; now you need to pray for me, and 
you must pray for yourself.” To a third, referring to a 
well-known Socinian minister, he solemnly remarked, 
“Beware of __________’s sentiments” (“Memoir”). 

He spent the evening with his endeared family. Two of his 
daughters and their husbands continued with him. One of 
the latter led a time of family worship prior to their 
departure, and the dying Booth joined the time. Without 
struggle or sigh, he died the next day at age seventy-one 
(“Memoir”).  

The Little Prescot Street church records contain many 
references to its loving regard for the pastor of thirty-seven 
years. A marble tablet displays its public appreciation for 
Booth (“Memoir”). 
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Booth and William Newman of Bow attempted to revive a 
Baptist education society organized earlier. Posthumously, 
the actions were bolstered by wealthy members of his church 
to become Stepney Academy in 1810 and later, Regent’s Park 
College. From the outset, he was a supporter, though lesser 
known than others, of the Particular Baptist Society for 
Propagating the Gospel among the Heathen, formed at 
Kettering in 1792. In the 1790s, Booth and his church joined 
the protest of the African slave trade (Matrunola, 10).  
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